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I've been photographing weddings, families and docu-
mentaries for over 13 years, and it still makes me come 

alive like nothing else! I can't get enough!

I have a bachelor's degree in Photojournalism which is 
where I really honed my craft and passion for imagery 
that communicates with people, capturing connec-
tion and genuine emotion. I love creating images that 
tell a story, whether that story is just a moment or an 

entire day. 

When I'm not photographing beautiful humans, you'll 
find me spending quality time with my husband, be-
ing sassed by my cheeky dog Daisy, listening to a true 
crime podcast or escaping into a book with a cup of 

tea that I usually forget about until it's cold.

I'm passionate about making beautiful images and 
making sure those images dont end up in iPhone 
graves, ensuring they live on in the format that they 
were always created for: quality prints and albums 

that you'll admire for generations.

The packages in this guide have been carefully crafted 
with these two principles in mind...

about3about3
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“What I like about 

photographs is that 

they capture a

moment that’s gone 

forever, impossible to 

reproduce.”

Karl Lagerfeld
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t1he journey

choose your
SESSION STYLE

after your session, choose your
COLLECTION

thenthen
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choose yourchoose your
SESSION STYLE

Your session style determines your session fee which covers your photoshoot.

It also covers the processing and editing of your photographs and a minimum of 30 edited, watermarked images that are uploaded to 
your own private, online ordering gallery.

Your session fee is due at the time of booking your shoot, which
secures your time with Sophie Baker Photography, and includes the following:

▼

  INCLUDES:

• A newborn session, typically 1 to 2 hours

• Performed in the comfort of your own home

• Access to Sophie's wraps, blankets and newborn outfits

• Parents & siblings included in the session to capture your new family

• Detailed preparation guide to assist you in getting the best out of your session

• A minimum of thirty edited, watermarked photographs uploaded to a private

online gallery for you to view your photographs, then decide on your Collection & 

order from an extensive range of print products.

NEWBORN

$199
  INCLUDES:

• Up to 1 hour photographing

• No limit on attendees to the session - invite the whole fam!

• Detailed preparation guide to assist you in getting the best out of your session

• A minimum of thirty edited, watermarked photographs uploaded to a private

online gallery for you to view your photographs, then decide on your Collection & 

order from an extensive range of print products.

Please note: session fees do not include any products such as prints, frames and/or 

digital photographs

FAMILY | MATERNITY | LOVERS

$179
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choose yourchoose your
COLLECTION

henry alice neve ollie rosie

10 digital 
photographs 

of your choice, 
without

watermarks in 
high

resolution

$150 to spend 
on prints and 

products

15 digital 
photographs 

of your choice, 
without

watermarks in 
high

resolution

$300 to spend 
on prints and 

products

25 digital 
photographs 

of your choice, 
without

watermarks in 
high

resolution

$500 to spend 
on prints and 

products

All digital 
photographs 

without
watermarks 
and in high 
resolution

 
$850 to 
spend on 

prints  and 
products

All digital 
photographs 

without
watermarks 
and in high 
resolution 

$650 to 
spend on 
prints and 
products

PLUS

8x10.6" 

Matte Art 

Album: 20 
pages, custom 

design
** valued at $1200 **

$499 $699 $949 $1249 $1849

after your session

After your session and after viewing your gallery of
watermarked photographs, you will choose from the following 

collections to complete your photography journey.

By choosing one of these collections you will receive your
photographs digitally for download and receive credit to 

spend on something tangible from within your online
ordering gallery, such as some exquisite prints, frames or an 

album.

Go to clientarea.sophiebakerphotography.com/explore/store 
to explore the full range of print products.

If you would prefer no print products, you may opt for your
photographs as a la carte digitals.

Ollie & Rosie

are the

most popular

collections

$449 - 10 digital photographs

$649 - 15 digital photographs

$899 - 25 digital photographs

$1199 - all digital photographs

all al la carte digitals include one year of print store 
access should you wish to buy prints at a later time

a la carte digitalsa la carte digitals
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spend yourspend your
PRINT CREDIT

henry alice neve ollie rosie
Recieve 10 digital 

photographs of your 

choice

Recieve 15 digital 

photographs of your 

choice

Recieve 25 digital 

photographs of your 

choice

Recieve all digital 

photographs from 

your session

Recieve all digital 

photographs from 

your session AND 

an 8x10.6" album

then spend the 
$150 credit on:

then spend the 
$300 credit on:

then spend the 
$500 credit on:

then spend the 
$850 credit on:

then spend the 
$650 credit on:

10 'postcard' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

OR

One 'large' size 
unframed fine art 

print

15 'petite' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

OR

One 'statement' 
size unframed fine 

art print

OR

One 'small' Erika 
school-map-style 

hanging print

25 'petite' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

OR

One 'medium' 
Anna or Josephine 
framed fine art 

print 

OR

One 'small' Emily 
framed fine art 

print

OR

One 'small'
Penelope framed 
fine art print + 

10 'postcard' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

One 'large' Anna 
framed fine art 

print
+

10 'postcard' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

OR

One 'large'
 Isabel framed 

handmade paper 
print

OR

One 'statement' 
Daisy canvas print

OR

Three 'medium' 
Eleanor mounted 

fine art prints
+

5 'petite' size 
unframed fine art 

prints

OR

One 'medium' 
+ one 'small'

 Marilyn framed 
fine art prints

One 'large'
Penelope framed 

fine art print

OR

One 'large' Daisy 
canvas print

OR

One 'medium'
Elizabeth float 
framed canvas 

print

OR

One 'small'
Penelope framed 

fine art print
+

One 'small' Erika 
school-map-style 

hanging print

________________

rosie includes
a completely 

custom designed 
8x10.6" Matte Art 

Album with 20 
pages and your 
choice of cover 

material, custom 
engraving and 

extras

examples of how to
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The options are

endless, these are

just a few to get you

started!

* product prices are subject to change *



locationslocations

When you have a session in your home, we use the natural light and 

locations found in your home and garden to make some beautiful

portraits. If you have a newborn bub, Sophie will bring her

professional beanbag, blankets and wraps to capture some individual

portraits of your brand new addition, too! This type of session can 

be conducted at any time of the day (see next page) and is perfect if 

getting the gang out the door is all-too-hard; or for those who'd love to 

document the sweet spaces of their home in this season of life.

NEWBORNS • FAMILIES • LOVERS • MATERNITY

Taking place outdoors in the fresh air and sunlight, nature-based

locations are best suited to couples, maternity sessions or families 

without newborns. They are conducted during the last hour of light in 

the day (see next page) and Sophie has a range of locations to choose 

from depending on the sort of scenery you'd like. These locations are 

in the Gold Coast / Hinterland / Tweed / Brisbane regions. Locations

beyond these regions are available with a small travel fee.

FAMILIES • MATERNITY • LOVERS

IN-HOME

NATURE

16
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time of daytime of day
Light is the most important consideration when it comes to your session, and 

the time of day that your session takes place will greatly impact the light and 

therefore the end result of your photographs. 

GOLDEN HOUR
Wherever possible, the first or last hour of light in the day is always the best time to 

conduct your session - we call this "golden hour" and it will provide the best results 

for your photographs - particularly when outdoors. This window of time will vary 

depending on the specific date and location of your session; Sophie will notify you of 

your specific start time during your booking process.

When utilising golden hour is definitely not an option for you, we aim to conduct 

your session as far away from midday as possible. Occasionally the time of day is out of 

your control due to pre-organised events that surround your reason for booking (such 

as a birthday party) and this is okay, we will work with what the day gives us and what 

the location provides, but it is important to remember that the light outside of the 

golden hour window is stronger and will render different results in your photographs.

a note ona note on

EMBRACE THE CHAOS
witching hour...witching hour...

The irony that the best light of the day often coincides with the trickiest time of the 

day for little ones is not lost on me! However, I can wholeheartedly say that if you are 

willing to embrace the chaos, or perhaps switch up your routine slightly the day of 

your session (but mostly just embrace the chaos!) you will be able to enjoy beautiful 

memories of this precious season on your walls and in your hands for decades to come. 

19



IN-HOME
We can be more flexible on the time of day with an 

in-home session as we are using your indoor spaces. 

Perhaps a mid-morning timeslot is better

suited to you? We can accommodate this with an 

in-home session! I do, however, recommend

considering whether you'd like to use outdoor areas 

of your home - if yes, then "golden hour" is still the 

best time to conduct the session if possible. 

NEWBORN
I usually recommend a 

mid-morning timeslot for 

newborn sessions, as they are 

conducted within your home 

and bubs tend to be happier 

in the mornings. Newborn 

session times are flexible and 

you are able to nominate a 

preferred time upon book-

ing, and this is always flexible 

as you get to know your new 

routine after bub's arrival.

20 21
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WHAT HAPPENS IF IT RAINS?
If it's raining on the day of your session and it's too wet to proceed, we will simply move your 

session to the next mutually available date - easy peasey!

FAQs

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE'RE SICK?
If you or any party member of your group are sick on the day of your session, we can easily 

reschedule to the next mutually available date - sometimes life happens and that's okay!

If I myself am sick, I will make contact with you to find another date as well, because in this 

circumstance, sharing is not caring!

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE KIDS WON'T BEHAVE?
Embrace the chaos! Go with it, enjoy it, and trust the process - there is beauty in the madness!

WE'RE SO AWKWARD, PLEASE TELL US WHAT TO DO!
Being in front of the camera is a really unnatural feeling for just about everyone, so don't 

worry! I promise you will do really well! I have lots of little tricks up my sleeve and will give 

you plenty of guidance throughout the session; it's a fun and enjoyable process - I promise!

WHAT DO WE WEAR?
After you've booked your session, you will recieve my detailed preparation guide, which is filled 

with lots of helpful information on what to wear and what not to wear, among other things!

23



next steps
BOOKING INFORMATION

Once you've decided which session fee is applicable to you,

just complete the relevant booking form on my website and we'll get

everything locked in! If you have trouble accessing this link, please let me 

know!

Payment of your session fee can be made via Bank Transfer or Credit Card.

You don't need to decide on a collection until you've received your water-

marked online ordering gallery after your session. You'll be able to view your 

images and then decide which collection is best for you. Information on how to 

select your collection and digital images will arrive alongside the link to your 

ordering gallery, and you are welcome to call or email Sophie for any help with 

ordering your print products.

If at any point you need to reschedule to your session, just give me a call or 

send me an email so we can find a new date for you.

I can't wait to work with you!

Sophie3Sophie3                 x2x3                 x2x3
keep scrolling to see my print product guide

2524
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w2all art4
something for every home.

I'm passionate about you having beautiful, high-end print

products that suit your home and taste, and future-proof 

your memories!

Which is why I searched high and low and partnered with 

the best lab I could find in the world (right here in

Australia!) to build an online store that is connected in to 

your ordering gallery and offers a huge range of exquisite 

wall art products that allows you to customise each piece to 

suit your taste.

Each style offers a selection of paper options, as well as a

selection of frame colours, and is delivered straight to your 

door.
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JosephineJosephine

Float Framed Print

Josephine is for the arist at heart. 

She's ultra-fine-art, delicate and 

beautiful. A pure cotton Master 

Fine Art Print floated within a 

frame without acrylic - beautiful 

but dangerous!

28

frame selections AnnaAnna

The Matted Print

Anna is an old favourite, it is the 

kind of frame that will hang any-

where and look like it has always 

been there. Anna's frame is a print 

on your choice of paper surfaces 

with a mat that then surrounds the 

photograph.

IsabelIsabel

Handmade Paper Print

Isabel is a world exclusive. We have

developed our own secret method 

of printing on this beautiful paper 

whilst maintaining colour accuracy 

and the highest level of detail, then 

float mounting your print to show 

off it's beautiful and unqiue texture. 

29



RoseRose

Hand-torn edges

We developed Rose because when 

framed behind glass or acrylic our 

beautiful art papers lose their tac-

tile magic. We wanted a way to 

translate the feel of art paper to 

those who could not touch it. The 

answer was to carefully tear the 

edge and float mount it, so every-

one gets drawn into the experience.

30

MarilynMarilyn

The Clear Float Print

Marilyn is a floating dream of per-

fection.  Printed onto one of our 

stunning cotton pulp art papers 

and floated between two sheets 

of crystal clear acrylic to create a 

unique art piece that adapts to its 

spaces.

31

DaisyDaisy

Canvas Print

Daisy is another old favourite. Our 

canvas material is real cotton based 

canvas, it is a natural material and 

because of that can have flecks of 

seeds and grains that add to the 

texture.

PenelopePenelope

Just Frame

Penelope is one of our most elegant 

frame packages, it has been de-

signed to add little to your already 

stunning image. Simplicity is at the 

heart of a Penelope.



EricaErica

School-Map Style

Printed onto natural cotton canvas 

and hung between wooden dowels 

with ribbon, the Erika package is 

a high impact, low cost package of 

gorgeousness.

EleanorEleanor

Mounted Print

Eleanor is a Master Fine Art mount-

ed on to your choice of MDF, Di-

Bond or Gator Foam backing. No 

frame, no glass, just your raw print 

ready to hang on your wall.

32 33

EmilyEmily

Self-Matted

Emily is a framed Master Fine Art 

print with no mat, but a big bor-

der - an elegant and modern way to 

present a photograph.

ElizabethElizabeth

Framed Canvas

Elizabeth takes the classic canvas 

to another level with her beautiful 

exterior frame floating around her 

edges. Our canvas material is real 

cotton based canvas, it is a natural 

material and because of that can 

have flecks of seeds and grains that 

add to the texture.



Keepsake UsbKeepsake Usb

Custom Engraved Wooden USB

Available in two colours, birch or 

walnut, your digital photographs 

will arrive pre-loaded onto your 

USB. Engrave anything you like on 

it's front - a truly personalised

keepsake for your memories.

FairyFairy

Lights

Something extra magical, this

beauty features silver wire LED 

lights surrounding the image

within the frame and is fitted with 

a battery pack on the back

(batteries included)

34 35

InstagramInstagram

Light and petite

Available in clusters, these sweet 

square frames are perfect to fill 

your walls and mantlepieces with 

many moments, like an instagram 

feed or photo album for your living 

spaces.

CardsCards

Custom cards incl. envelopes

Printed on beautiful superfine

eggshell textured paper which is 

made with all the environmental 

goodness you want for a product 

that is intended for short term use. 

Each card comes with a

complimentary envelope and is 

available in a range of sizes and 

quantities.
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a2lbums3
I love albums. I have such fond memories growing up and poring 

over my grandparents' old photographs; pulling out tangible

treasures and discovering a history that was mine. In our new 

digital world where our memories live behind screens, I want to 

provide the opportunity for future generations to have that same 

experience and tech-proof your memories. The answer?

Beautiful, fine art albums.

Available in two styles - the Master Fine Art Album and the Matte 

Art Album - these albums are handcrafted in Australia and come 

in variety of sizes. Complimented with a range of linen or leather 

cover materials that feature custom engraving, and the option to 

add in beautiful details like a translucent title page, a pure silk 

placeholder or a truly unique torn-edge finish, these albums are of 

the finest quality and made to last the generations.

Album prices increase with the number of spreads you choose, 

with the vast majority of sessions fitting comfortably into the 

minimum number of 10 spreads (20 pages).

37
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Master Fine Art AlbumMaster Fine Art Album
A true fine art album printed in the same manner as the

exquisite wall art prints, these Master Fine Art Albums are the top 

of our range and are hand made in our Australian workshop to the 

highest standards possible. Each album is hand constructed using 

Italian book binding machines and techniques. The pages are

sandwiched with archival adhesives back to back making the

finished page thickness a mere 1mm. Pages can then be trimmed 

flush or hand torn for the most lush and divine look and feel.
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Matte Art AlbumMatte Art Album
These lay-flat albums are hand constructed using Italian book

binding machines and techniques. Matte Art Paper is sandwiched 
with archival adhesives allowing stunning double-page spreads on 
single sheets of paper. Each page is luxurious and ready to be loved 

and pored over for generations.
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coming soon...coming soon...VISUAL LOCATION GUIDE

TALLEBUDGERA BEACH
gold coastgold coast

sunset. sunset.

sunset. sunset.

dog-friendly location (off-leash dog beach)



MAIN BEACH SOUTH
gold coastgold coast

sunrise. sunset.

overcast sunset.overcast sunset.

dog-friendly location

MAIN BEACH CENTRAL
gold coastgold coast

overcast sunset. overcast sunset.

overcast sunset.overcast sunset.overcast sunset.

dog-friendly location



MAIN BEACH NORTH
gold coastgold coast

overcast sunset. overcast sunset.

sunset: last light

overcast sunset. overcast sunset..overcast sunset.

overcast sunset.

dog-friendly location (off-leash dog beach)

MUDGEERABA
gold coastgold coast

sunset. sunrise.

sunset. sunset.

dog-friendly location




	Book Now: 


